SHINE Mural Festival 2021 Covid-19 Plan
October 15-24, 2021

The health and safety of our artists and community is our priority. We are following updates on COVID-19, including guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and local health officials. We’re taking the following actions to help protect the artists and the community during SHINE 2021, October 15-24, 2021.

1. **FACE COVERING STRONGLY RECOMMENDED IN ORDER TO ENTER AND REMAIN ON MURAL PREMISES.** All persons including staff, volunteers, artists, visitors, sponsors, and contractors are encouraged to wear a face covering over their nose and mouth for the duration of their time on site WHEN any persons are within 6 feet of another individual.

2. **SOCIAL DISTANCING PROTOCOLS.** Even with the use of appropriate face coverings, individuals should maintain six (6) feet of social distancing whenever possible.
   a. Artists should not work within six (6) feet of one another, except to the extent necessary to complete the project.
   b. Viewers should maintain six (6) feet of separation from other individuals outside their household, to the extent feasible when at a mural wall or an event.

3. **NOTICE AND SIGNAGE.** Notice of this Health and Safety Policy will be posted at each mural location for the duration of the festival.

The SHINE/SPAA team will provide the following safety measures for Artists and the Community:
- Provide rapid testing for all SHINE artists as requested
- Require a negative Covid-19 test for any SHINE artist before check in at Airbnb’s
- Provide individual hand sanitizer for each artist
- Provide face masks for each artist
- Provide information in artist welcome bags about nearest covid-19 testing centers, vaccination centers & steps to take if symptoms occur
- Provide masks and sanitizer to any volunteer or community project participant
- Strongly encourage masks during any indoor SHINE related event

The SHINE/SPAA team will provide the following safety measures for Staff & Volunteers:
- Limit use of volunteers to as few as possible
- Provide all staff & volunteers with a mask and gloves
- Lunch/water volunteers must wear masks at all times during pickup & delivery
- Contactless food delivery
- Wipe down storage unit doors/coolers after each delivery/ice restock
- Designated person will carry thermometer throughout festival (Jenee)

Events:
- Encourage social distancing and use of masks
- Provide hand sanitizer upon entry
- Post signs reminding guests about social distancing
- Restrict bike tours to 15 riders

September 2021